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REWitness

"arbitrated" 1/4 corner common to sections 9 and 10
township 2 south, range 8 west

History GLO - Reported LOST by Sheppard in 1947

Sheppard set scribed post and marked 2 bearing trees on
boundary line agreement Map B-124.

Gone: Scribed post

Found: Both of Sheppard's bearing trees - see Map B-124

I set a 2 1/4" brass cap stamped "T2S R8W 4 S9 S10 LS 2507 2001"
on a 1" x 30" galvanized iron pipe, top flush with rock mound,
on steep NE slope, 30 feet South of Small Creek, (N71° W 160
feet) from fork in small tributary creek off of Edwards Creek,
from which: 42" dead cedar snag with burned out face bears
South 39° West 25.7 feet (S 29° W 25.7') (I scribed "1/4 S9 BT" on
new face on root crown below burnt out face); 48" fir snag with
face scribed "AC 4 S BT" bears North 89° East 84.5 feet (N 89° E
84.5'); 16" Alder tree bark scribed "1/4 S10 BT" bears North 60°
East 12.1 feet; 5" Hemlock tree scribed "X BT" on low face
bears South 20° East 84.9 feet; Steel fence post 5 feet South.
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